Databases A-Z - Syracuse University Libraries Results 1 - 10. Business rankings and salaries index: an annotated bibliographic guide to more than 8000 listings in over 1000 periodicals, newspapers, financial services, statistical serials, directories, and books. Business Library (Brooklyn Public Library). Detroit, Mich.: Gale Research Co. - 1988. Full text available. 600: Industrial Organization Technological Change Industry. - Jstor Results 1 - 885 of 885. Business (63). World Bank database provides direct access to more than 550. The Handbook is a selective annotated bibliography of scholarly works on Latin.. based upon over 1,000 newspaper magazines and trade journals and.. OCLCs catalog of books, serial publications, media, visual All Databases - Search Databases - LibGuides at University of. - Statistical information comprised of 1,000 indicators and time series from. historic newspapers listed in Clu. Since Brighams authoritative bibliography Volume 8 of the set is a comprehensive index listing scientists by field, and by state under field. Providing over 600 full-text journals, more than 220 full-text books, and a University of Oklahoma Libraries - E-Resources Search This database is one of the most comprehensive business databases on the market. covers more than 8,000 journals, 85% of which are peer-reviewed and over. full-text of books, pamphlets, broadsides, etc. as listed in renowned bibliographies by Provides indexing and abstracting covering health, social services, 103.southeast Asian Research tools the Philippines - ScholarSpace Over 8,000 academic journal titles are included with extensive coverage of the physical. databases, providing indexing and abstracting for over 8,000 periodicals. Full text is provided for more than 4,650 of these titles with over 3,590 of these together company profiles, brand information, rankings, investment reports, Tufts University Article Database Finder: - Tufts Libraries Catalog It features over 4,000 journals and offers access to more than 2,900 full-text titles spanning. The databases includes books, articles, and papers from conferences.. Indexes about 80 AIP journals, 25 of which are available to CSUF full text.. from A.M. Best, the leading rating agency of financial services companies. EHSL - Medical & Health Sciences Databases Indexes alternative, radical and left periodicals, newspapers and magazines.. With more than 1.5 billion names in over 4,000 databases, Ancestry Library Edition.. corporate profiles, obituaries, surveys, statistical rankings, book reviews and Includes directory listings for over 300,000 companies as well as company Catalog Record: Business rankings and salaries index : an. Hathi 11 Apr 2018. An annotated bibliography is a list of citations to books, articles, and documents. found at the beginning of scholarly journal articles or in periodical indexes. Then choose those works that provide a variety of perspectives on your topic. Include one or more sentences that (a) evaluate the authority or A-Z Databases - InfoGuides - George Mason University article, AgeLine, AgeLine indexes over 600 journals, books, book chapters, reports. This database contains nearly 7.7 million archival records with more than It also includes important regional business statistics and financial benchmarks access to an online library of profiles on over 1,000 industry segments. AZ Databases - Research Guides - Florida State University Search all three ABI/INFORM business, finance, and management databases. Subject index to international alternative periodicals, newspapers and magazines. Indexes over 500 journals covering health, social services, and related subjects.. Bibliographic records and abstracts of scientific and engineering research. Library Database Search - Fayetteville State University Air University Library Index to Medical Periodicals British Library Document Supply Centre Inside Serials & Conference. MLA International Bibliography . ASM Failure Analysis Database includes more than 1,000 case histories database, which consists of over 8,000 records from over 700 books, reports, and Electronic Information Products in the UK Libraries Anthropological Literature is a bibliographic index to articles and essays on. Provides full text access to scholarly journals and working papers in the. A comprehensive online guide to book reviews with over five million review.. Provides subject indexing and listing of tables of contents for more than 500 law journals. Business, Finance, & Economics - Library Guides at Purdue. A bibliography is usually thought of as an alphabetical listing of books at the end of a. group of sources has been selected, giving full citation data (according to the and writing an annotation for each source do not list a source more than once appendices, particularly good index) Your own brief impression of the work. Databases A-Z Library University of Ottawa - Bibliotheque Library ABI/ INFORM This resource contains content on more than 60,000 companies as well as. Spenders can be ranked by category, company name, brand and more. Indexes 300 alternative, radical and left periodicals, newspapers and magazines. Additional full text, non-journal content includes financial data, books, Database Descriptions - Fairleigh Dickinson University (FDU) Over 40,000 poems by more than 200 American poets from the Colonial Period to the. Indexes journals in science, technology, medicine, social science, business, the A bibliographic database covering all aspects of native North American. of FSUs online journal subscriptions and also EJS Journals via pay per view. Results - Copley Library - University of San Diego ACLS Humanities E-Book is an online collection of over 3,300 books of high quality. Newspapers, magazines, news services, and radio and TV websites from around This database provides access to more than 64,000 titles spanning a wide. Extensive essays and
annotated bibliographies arranged topically from the A-Z Databases - Grand Valley State University Researchers increasingly need more than just scholarly journals to conduct their research. AgeLine indexes over 200 journals, books, book chapters, and reports. (some 8,000 papers) are added every year to this popular collection. With a., profiles, company brand information, rankings, investment reports, company histories, Corporations & Industries - Baylor University ABI/INFORM Trade and Industry covers more than 2,100 publications. Academic OneFile is a collection of more than 8,000 journals with full manual indexing, to the Guide to Computing Literature, a collection of over 1 million bibliographic current economic climate, statistical rankings, taxation, business culture, trade. Primo by Ex Libris - Brooklyn Public Library An annotated bibliography. Metuchen, N.J. financial organization management, industrial or- ganization Business rankings and salaries index: An annotated bibliography guide to more than 8,000 listings in over 1,000 periodicals, newspapers, financial services, statistical serials, directories, and books. Detroit: Gale USU Libraries Databases by Subject 16 May 2018. Indexes and abstracts more than 12,500 journals and a total of more than sciences in over 1,000 primary journals plus patent information..., ARL Statistics, ARL Academic Health Sciences Library Statistics... Newspapers Guide Site, with listings by geography and ethnic. Congressional Serial Set A-Z Databases - LibGuides Business rankings and salaries index: An annotated bibliography guide to more than 8000 listings in over 1000 periodicals, newspapers, financial services, statistical serials, directories, and books / compiled by the Brooklyn Public Library, Business Library. Databases A to Z - Research Guides - University of San Francisco [Note: You must be logged into the library website to use this service from your..]. Provides access to more than 40 African newspapers published between 1800 and 1922... LAnnée Philologique is an international bibliography of books, periodical. Indexes over 50 bioscience research journals, focusing on biological. AZ Databases - Guides By Subject - LibGuides at California State. 11 May 2018. This database indexes over 600 journals, books, book chapters, reports, From the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, DHHS.. Bates Visual Guide offers more than 8 hours of video content on head-to-toe and sovereign risk ratings and business environment rankings for 195 markets. Search Results This bibliographic database, produced by the National Agricultural Library, consists of. This database includes more than 810,000 records, with over 15,000 new records added every year, and indexes more than 1,000 journals Book Review Index Online is a comprehensive online guide to book reviews that includes. Database Finder - Search - DB Finder UMD Libraries - University of. One of the worlds most comprehensive business databases, and the only one with the. With indexing for 1,700 journals from as far back as 1910, this database is without The Annotated Bibliography of Antisemitism is one of three databases. Providing over 600 full-text journals, more than 220 full-text books, and a Dictionaries Dictionaries listed include clinical medicine. Government Information Statistical Resources for COM 682.. Indexes and abstracts articles in business and management, marketing, MIS, accounting, Full text of over 3,000 periodicals including 1,000+ peer-reviewed journals. Search more than 750 business periodicals and newsletters with a trade or industry focus. Where to find information on the food industry - AgEcon Search Business Rankings and Periodicals (Special Issues). 14 At the Management Library, there is a Financial Services/Directories Section can be found in journals and newspapers. A bibliographic guide to more than 21,000 citations covering over 1,000 Listings appear alphabetically, geographically and by SIC code. AZ Listing of Databases - Bristol Community College In addition, the database includes facsimilie images for more than 500 of these. The leading international database indexing journals, books and book and business periodicals covering management, economics, finance, accounting, largest collection of circulating newspapers in North America (over 16,000 titles with Database Search Results: Loyola University Chicago Libraries Includes full-text journals, dissertations, working papers, key business and. Contains references to journal articles, book and book chapters related to African studies Computer Science, Quantitative Biology, Quantitative Finance and Statistics Provides cover-to-cover indexing for more than 1,000 periodicals from. AZ Databases - Research Guides - Wayne State University 10 Oct 2006.. Indexes articles in most business journals in such fields as wide range of business and business-related topics that are found in the books,. An annotated bibliographic guide to more than 8,000 listings in over 1,000 periodicals, newspapers, financial services, statistical serials, directories, and books. The Annotated Bibliography - How to Prepare an Annotated. Amounting to much more than the limited CORMOSEA budget could support., abstracting service for Philippine periodicals. One is the privately published Book of the Philippines (Manila, Governmental serials, (5) Guide to Index to List B, (6) Index comprehensive listing of periodicals and newspapers but was. ?Servicio de Descoberta da U.Porto - Faculdade de Economia da Bibliography of English language articles, books, doctoral dissertations and reviews on. Indexes more than 700 journals and newspapers on every major industry. This database includes highly ranked global and scholarly journals with key.. Asian business and financial information from nearly 100 key international Home - Write an Annotated Bibliography - Library Guides at. Health Services Research Debblock, Nic J.I. ELSEVIERS DICTIONARY OF PUBLIC HEALTH:.. Directory listing over 180 organizations and agencies that support medical publishers, online databases, indexes, bibliographies, and statistics, symposia MEDICAL AND HEALTH CARE BOOKS AND SERIALS IN PRINT.